
Altaros airtubes for airguns CZ 200 and S200 AirArms 
 

Congratulations on your decision to buy duralumin Altaros airtube for rifles CZ 200 and AirArms S200. 

We believe that you will be fully satisfied with our airtube.  

Before using Altaros airtube, please take your time to familiarize yourself with this manual, since 

compressed air can be very dangerous if not used according to safety instructions. The airtube is 

available in two version 0.15 L and 0.12 L  (150 ml and 122 ml), which is the same design that offers 

CZUB arms factory with their airtubes. 

 Thanks to the same design can be on airtube used original cap with manometer, filler plug, original 

valve and of course, all the accessories for CZ200 / AA S200 offered by us.  For end terminals and 

parts from other manufacturers we can not guarantee compatibility and because of safety reasons 

we do not recommend installing these parts. 

Airtube can be filled and used only with people familiar with these instructions. 

Airtube is intended to be filled only with clean filtered dry air, nitrogen, or CO2. 

Other gases are not allowed. 

Airtube can be filled up to a maximum 190BAR pressure (19MPa, 2750 PSI). 

In case of exceeding the maximum filling pressure you endangering the health, property even other 

persons life!  For airtube filling use only the diving bottles, pumps, compressors, or other source of 

compressed air, which are limited to operation up to a maximum 220-230bar. Exceeding the 

recommended pressure 190BAR can cause permanent deformation of the airtube. Damaged or 

deformed  airtube can  not be refilled or otherwise used. 

The airtube can be exposed to the maximum temperature range -30˚C + 60C. Never expose airtube 

to an open flame or other heat sources exceeding temperature + 60C. Do not expose airtube to any 

excessive mechanical stress, or any other kind physical strength they could deform shape, or damage 

airtube housing. 

Airtube plug installation should be performed by an experienced person, who is familiar with these 

instructions. Plugs/quickfill/valve must always be tightened up to the bottom and only by  hand in 

order to avoid a gap between the plug and airtube. 

 In case of insufficient  plug tightening there can be air leakage, or plugs disconnection which can 

cause injury or death to persons. 

Following these safety guidelines should ensure long safe life of your airtube for many years. 

Contact information: 

 
Altaros Air Solutions s.r.o. 

Liberec, Czech Republic 

http://www.altaros.cz/en  

E-mail : info@altaros.cz 


